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Numerous  indicator  approaches  are  found  in the  scientific  literature  to  describe  changes  in  biodiversity.
It is  however  far  from  clear  which  indicators  are  most  appropriate  and  which  are  less  suitable  to sum-
marize trends  in  biodiversity.  One  reason  for this  lack  of  clarity  is  that  so  far the  mathematical  properties
of  indicator  approaches  have  had  little attention.  In this  paper,  we derive  a number  of  desirable  mathe-
matical  properties  of  indicators  from  economic  price-index  theory  and  apply  these  in  the  form  of  tests  to
10 metrics  to  summarize  changes  in  biodiversity.  The  metrics  species  richness,  Simpson  index,  Shannon
index,  Buckland’s  modified  Shannon  index  and  Sørensen’s  similarity  coefficient  violate  the monotonicity
and  proportionality  test.  The  percentage  of increasing  minus  declining  species  also  fails  the  proportional-
ity test,  and in  the  case  where  trends  are  assessed  relative  to the  preceding  year,  this  metric  also  violates
the  identity  test.  Most  of  these  indicators  are  sensitive  to spatial  scale.  The  arithmetic  and  geometric

mean  of  population  indices  and  the  mean  abundance  have  better  mathematical  performance,  but  the
first  two  are  sensitive  to  appearing  and  disappearing  species  in  the  system  surveyed.  The  metric  mean
abundance  however  can only  be  applied  under  particular  conditions  and  has  some  undesirable  proper-
ties.  Unlike  the  arithmetic  mean,  the  geometric  mean  is  not  sensitive  to the base  year  chosen  and  has
the  most  favourable  mathematical  properties  of the  indicators  evaluated.  The  geometric  mean  can  be
straightforwardly  extended  to  take  into  account  unequal  values  of  species  if  desired.
. Introduction

The state of biodiversity in the world is deteriorating and there is
o reduction in the rate of decline (Butchart et al., 2010). Not only
as the number of species with risk of extinction increased, but
lso many common species have declining populations. Moreover,
ubstantial shifts in species composition in many ecosystems have
ccurred with habitat specialists as typical “losers” and habitat gen-
ralists as “winners”, a phenomenon called biotic homogenisation
McKinney and Lockwood, 1999).

Information on changes in biodiversity is of political relevance
ince world leaders agreed to reduce the rate of biodiversity loss
Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity, 2003). Such
nformation is usually provided through so-called headline indi-
ators (e.g. see www.twentyten.net and European Environmental
gency, 2007). The purpose of headline indicators is to provide

omprehensible information to policy-makers and the general pub-
ic about progress towards meeting the political targets (Gregory
t al., 2008). Because species are central to biodiversity, we here
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focus on headline indicators that summarize trend information
from multiple species using data collected on a large number of
sites.

Numerous indicator approaches are found in the scientific liter-
ature to describe overall changes in particular species groups and
in biodiversity more generally. Classical metrics are species rich-
ness, the Shannon index and Simpson’s index to describe changes
in the diversity of species (Spellerberg, 1991). To describe biotic
homogenisation, similarity measures such as the Sørensen or the
Bray–Curtis index have become popular in the last decades (Rooney
et al., 2004, 2007). Of more recent date are measures to com-
bine multiple species trends based on yearly indices, such as the
geometric mean of species indices used for the European Farm-
land Bird Index (Gregory et al., 2005). Although different indicator
approaches have been applied widely, it is still unclear which biodi-
versity indicators are most appropriate and which are less suitable
to unambiguously summarize trends in biodiversity. This is because
biodiversity indicators must satisfy a variety of requirements. First,
headline indicators should be ecologically relevant i.e. they need to
summarize degradation or improvement of ecosystem quality ade-

quately. This implies that the indicator should perform as expected
in ecological scenarios with respect to species extinction, species
invasion or biotic homogenisation (Lamb et al., 2009). This is not
solely a scientific criterion, but includes a subjective judgment,

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolind.2011.07.007
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/1470160X
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ecause interested parties may  value the changes of particular
pecies and species groups in a system differently (van Turnhout
t al., 2007). Thus, it is essential to interact with stakeholders in the
evelopment of a biodiversity indicator to ensure that indicators
re ecologically and policy relevant, user driven and easily under-
tood (Green et al., 2005; Gregory et al., 2005). Preferably, indicators
escribing trends in species groups can be generalised to trends in
iodiversity more generally and can be connected with causes of
rends (van Strien et al., 2009).

Furthermore, the making of an indicator should be feasible in
ractice. Obviously, one cannot monitor all species groups in all
abitat types in all localities. At best, it is possible to monitor a
election of species groups, preferable species sensitive to environ-
ental change over relatively short time-scales. The data for the

ndicator should be realistic to collect to ensure regular updates
Gregory et al., 2005).

Finally, indicators should have desirable statistical and mathe-
atical properties. Statistical properties concern the estimators of

ndicators which preferably have confidence intervals, allow statis-
ical testing of changes and are unbiased and precise (Sutherland,
006). Mathematical properties describe how logical the behaviour
f an indicator is given the underlying species data. These proper-
ies concern the model chosen to summarize changes, for instance
hether changes in the constituent species are averaged arithmeti-

ally or geometrically. The statistical properties of indicators have
ad considerable attention in the literature (e.g. Giavelli et al., 1986;
pellerberg, 1991; Fleishman et al., 2006), but the mathematical
roperties of indicators of biodiversity change are rarely acknowl-
dged. Lamb et al. (2009) dealt with mathematical properties
mplicitly by examining the behaviour of indicators under differ-
nt ecological scenarios. Buckland et al. (2005) explicitly addressed
he importance of desirable mathematical properties of indicators,
mong others by stating that an indicator should have a monotone
elation with changes in the constituent species. Here we extend
he approach of Buckland et al. (2005) by discussing a number of
esirable mathematical properties that so far were neglected by
any researchers working with indicators. We  believe that it is use-

ul to take these properties into account in the choice of indicators
nd studying them strengthens the theoretical basis of indicators
Niemeijer and de Groot, 2008). We  first outline a number of desir-
ble mathematical properties derived from economic price index
heory and then examine a set of well-known biodiversity indica-
ors and test their performance regarding these properties, using

 simple theoretical example with time series for a few species in
ne spatial unit.

. Methods

.1. Biodiversity indicators

We  include in our evaluation indicators based on data about
hanges in the abundance of individual species that are then com-
ined. Thus, measures based on occupancy were not considered
though see Section 4), nor were compound measures, such as
hreat status of species used for the Red List Index (Butchart et al.,
007, 2010). Note that we want to evaluate the appropriateness of
hese indicators as measures of change and do not consider their
sefulness for other possible applications. The description of indi-
ators follows Spellerberg (1991) or Buckland et al. (2005):

1. Species richness: this is the number of species in a system dur-

ing a particular period, e.g. year. Species richness is a popular
metric to express conservation value (Fleishman et al., 2006).
This metric does not take into account the abundances of the
species.
icators 14 (2012) 202–208 203

2. Simpson’s index: this is a widely used diversity metric, which
takes both the number of species into account and their abun-
dances (Spellerberg, 1991). Let dij be the number of individuals
in the system (abundance) in year j that belong to species i and
pij = dij/

∑
idij the proportion of them from all species. Simp-

son’s index then is Dj = ∑
ip

2
ij
. As a diversity metric we use the

transformed index – loge Dj. This produces low values when a
few species dominate (low evenness) and high values when no
single species dominates (high evenness).

3. Shannon index: this is again a widely used diversity metric,
defined as Hj = −

∑
ipij loge(pij). Similar to the transformed

Simpson’s index, low values are achieved when a few species
dominate and high values when no species dominate. If all
species increase or decline with the same rate, both Simpson’s
index and the Shannon index remain unchanged however. To
overcome this weakness as a biodiversity indicator, Buckland
et al. (2005) designed the modified Shannon index.

4. Modified Shannon index: Buckland et al. (2005) defined
Mj = −∑

iqij loge(qij), with qij = dij/
∑

idi1. Thus abundances per
species in all years are divided by the summed abundances of
all species in year 1.

5. Percentage increasing – percentage declining species of all species,
relative to the first year: this metric is frequently used in
the “grey” literature to evaluate if more species decline than
increase in a system. So this index does not consider the mag-
nitude of change, but only its sign. A positive index reflects a
higher number of species increasing compared to those declin-
ing, and vice versa.

6. Percentage increasing – percentage declining species of all species,
relative to the preceding year: this metric is a variant on met-
ric 5 and is an attempt to achieve an indicator tracking recent
changes better than metric 5. Other variants are metrics rel-
ative to e.g. 5 or 10 years earlier and such metrics will have
properties intermediate between metric 5 and 6.

7. Arithmetic mean of abundance indices:  species indices are
typically used in the framework of large-scale monitoring
programmes. It is convenient to compute relative indices by
dividing the abundance of a species in year j by its abundance in
year 1, although the choice of another base year is allowed. The
indices of m species then are averaged to obtain the arithmetic
yearly mean: Rj = (1/m)

∑
i(dij/di1).

8. Geometric mean of abundance indices:  instead of the arithmetic
mean to aggregate species indices, some authors have used
a geometric mean (Gregory et al., 2005; Loh et al., 2005).
This is computed by taking the average of the log of indices
of m species per year followed by a back-transformation:
Gj = exp((1/m)

∑
ilog(dij/di1)). The arithmetic and geometric

mean of the base year are 100 by definition. Species are
weighted equally so neither index reflects the potential dif-
ferent desirability of individual species. Both arithmetic mean
and geometric mean are considered stable when positive and
negative changes of indices, as well as the magnitude of these
changes, are in balance. In a situation where species increase
or decrease at the same fixed rate, then if more species decline
than increase, the mean goes down and vice versa. In the case
where one species increases from 100 to 200, and another
species from 100 to 50, the geometric mean index of the two
is 100, whereas the arithmetic mean index of the two  is 125.
The latter value seems odd when it is balancing doubling and
halving species trends.

9. Mean abundance of species:  this is the yearly mean abun-
dance of all constituent species: ABj = (1/m)

∑
idij. This metric
is not based on combining relative indices, but on summing
absolute abundances of species. Alternatively, one might use
the total abundance of a group of species rather than their
mean.
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Table 1
Example dataset with population numbers and indices for 3 species. Indices are
values relative to the first year, which is set at 100.

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Population abundance
Species 1 2000 1000 4000 1000 4000
Species 2 1000 500 500 500 2000
Species 3 250 125 250 125 500

Indices
Species 1 100 50 200 50 200
Species 2 100 50 50 50 200
Species 3 100 50 100 50 200

Table 2
Results for each indicator based on data in Table 1.

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Expected indicator value 100 50 –b 50 200
Species richness 100 100 100 100 100
Simpson’s index 100 100 44 100 100
Shannon index 100 100 62 100 100
Modified Shannon index 100 90 27 90 39
%  Increasing–% declining

species using first year
–a −100 0 –100 100

%  Increasing–% declining
species using preceding year

–a −100 67 −67 100

Arithmetic mean 100 50 117 50 200
Geometric mean 100 50 100 50 200
Mean abundance 100 50 146 50 200
Sørensen similarity 100 67 69 67 69
04 A.J. van Strien et al. / Ecolog

0. Sørensen’s similarity coefficient:  this metric enables one to
describe the similarity in species composition in a system over
time. Sørensen’s index to compare two different years in one
system is: Cj = 1 − (

∑
i|dij − di1|/(

∑
idij +

∑
idi1)), thus the dif-

ferences in abundance between year 1 and year j are being
compared and divided by the total abundance of all species
taken together in both years. Values of Cj range from zero, for
no similarity in species composition, to 1 for identical species
composition and abundances. The complement of this index is
equal to the widely used Bray–Curtis metric (Spellerberg, 1991;
Rooney et al., 2004).

.2. Desirable properties of indicators

Taking into account the mathematical properties of indicators is
ot exclusively important for biodiversity but also applies to other
tatistical fields. It has had much attention in the first half of the
0th century in economic price index theory when numerous indi-
ators were proposed to evaluate changes in the cost of living (Balk,
008). Examining the mathematical behaviour of different price

ndex approaches has been of great help in achieving consensus
mong economists and mathematicians on the best approach. We
uild on this work in price index theory by deriving desirable math-
matical properties from Balk (2008),  which were then tailored to
ur purposes in assessments of biodiversity change. Our theoretical
tarting point is that all species are equally valued and any increase
s interpreted as positive and any decline as negative. This inter-
retation ignores any changes in species evenness. The evenness
ould increase if a few abundant species decline while the other

pecies remain constant, and considering this positive contradicts
ur starting point. Any species entering the system is considered
eneficial and species disappearing from the system are considered

osses. Then the following requirements (or tests) seem natural for
 measure to assess changes in biodiversity over time:

(T1) Monotonicity. If all species are declining in a system, the indi-
cator is also declining. This includes the desired behaviour of the
indicator when species disappear from the ecosystem: the indica-
tor then should decline as well. Similar but opposite behaviour is
expected for an indicator describing increases instead of declines.
(T2) Proportionality.  If all individual species abundances are
changed by a common factor, the indicator is also changed by this
factor.
(T3) Identity. If all individual species abundances in a particular
year are equal to those in another year, the indicator value is also
equal.
(T4) Base year invariance.  Changes in the indicator are not sensitive
to the choice of the base year chosen for indices of the constituent
species. This is relevant only for metrics based on indices.
(T5) Oversensitivity to appearing and disappearing species.  Changes
in the indicator are not dominated by new species entering the
ecosystem or species that disappear from the ecosystem.
(T6) Spatial scale invariance.  Changes in the indicator are not sen-
sitive to the spatial scale chosen.

.3. Test of indicators

We  examined requirement T1–T5 for all indicators using a sim-
le numerical example with only 1 spatial unit, 3 species and 5
ears. T6 was only evaluated using the scientific literature. The
bundance of species in our example is both given in numbers of
ndividuals per year and in indices reflecting changes relative to

he first year (Table 1). Simpson’s index, the Shannon index, the

odified Shannon index, the percentage of declining species, mean
bundance and Sørensen similarity were all based on abundance
ata in Table 1. Geometric and arithmetic means were derived
a Not defined.
b Varies by indicator.

from indices in Table 1. In a separate test to examine the effect
of a newly appearing species in the system, we  again used the data
from Table 1, but slightly modified (see heading of Table 4). To facil-
itate comparison, all indicators are indexed with base year value set
at 100, except % increasing–% declining species. Expected indicator
values were derived according to T2. Details of the computations
are given in Appendix A.

For simplicity’s sake, we worked only with a reference year here
and not with other references, such as species abundance in the
pre-industrial state. In addition, we  examine changes in one species
group at a time (e.g. birds or butterflies) and do not consider proto-
cols to aggregate data from several species groups (as Scholes and
Biggs, 2005).

3. Results

Obviously, species richness does not reflect any changes in abun-
dance of species unless species enter or leave the system, thus
this metric violates test T1 (monotonicity) and T2 (proportion-
ality) (Tables 2 and 3). Identical species composition produces
equal values for species richness and test T3 (identity) is satisfied.
Species richness is certainly sensitive to appearing and disappear-
ing species (T5), but not oversensitive: if one out of 3 species
appears in the system in year 2, indices are not extremely different
(compare species richness in Tables 2 and 4). But changes in species
richness are intrinsically scale-dependent (T6) (Sax and Gaines,
2003; Keil et al., 2010). For instance, the invasion of a non-native
species in a country leads to an increase of the species richness of
the country, while at the same time it may lead to local declines
in species richness if the invader increases at the expense of native
species.

Although all three species in the example decline in years 1–2

(Table 1), both Simpson’s index and the Shannon index remain
unchanged in these years, thus these two  metrics also do not sat-
isfy tests T1 and T2 (Table 2 and 3). The modified Shannon index is
designed to overcome this shortcoming of the Shannon index and
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Table  3
Scores of indicators for each mathematical requirement. X = substantial difficulty to satisfy test. T4 is only applicable for geometric and arithmetic means of indices.

(T1) Monotonicity (T2) Proportionality (T3) Identity (T4) Base year
invariance

(T5) Oversensitivity
(dis)appearing species

(T6) Spatial scale
invariance

Species richness X X X
Simpson’s index X X X
Shannon index X X X
Modified Shannon index X X X
%  Increasing–% declining species

using first year
X

% Increasing–% declining species
using preceding year

X X

Arithmetic mean X X
Geometric mean X
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Mean  abundance
Sørensen similarity X X 

ndeed this metric declines in years 1–2 (Table 2). But the magni-
ude of change of the modified Shannon in these years differs from
hose of the three species, thereby violating T2. Even worse, the
oubling of species abundances in year 5 as compared to year 1 is
ot accompanied by any increase in the modified Shannon index
ut instead by a decline (Table 2), so T1 is violated. A three-fold

ncrease of the three species would even produce negative val-
es for this metric. The negative values of the modified Shannon
rise because the proportions qij do no longer sum to 1 as in the
nmodified Shannon and values of loge(qij) easily become posi-
ive when species increase. Although the modified Shannon index

ight be considered an improvement compared to the original
hannon index because it captures declines in all species, it fails
o capture increases in species.

Simpson’s index, Shannon index and modified Shannon index all
ulfil test T3 (Table 3). At first sight the Shannon index and the mod-
fied Shannon index are susceptible to (dis)appearing species (T5):
hey cannot be calculated when the abundance of a species equals
ero, because the logarithms of pij and qij are not defined. But this is
asily treated by setting the products pij loge(pij) and qij loge(qij) at
ero when a species is absent. These three indicators then are not
uch affected by the appearance of a new species in the dataset

compare years 1 and 2 in Tables 2 and 4), and the same is true for
isappearance. Similar to species richness, also changes in Simp-
on’s index, the Shannon index and the modified Shannon index are
usceptible to spatial scale (T6). At low spatial level, lower values of
hese metrics arise when a few species are becoming dominant and

venness declines. But when the identity of these dominant species
aries between locations, evenness does not necessarily decline at
igher spatial scale.

able 4
esults for each indicator in case of a newly appearing species in year 2. Results are
ased on data in Table 1 with one modification: species 3 in year 1 had value 0 for all

ndicators, expect for arithmetic mean and geometric mean for which value 1 was
sed.

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Species richness 100 150 150 150 150
Simpson’s index 100 125 55 125 125
Shannon index 100 135 84 135 135
Modified Shannon index 100 125 19 125 29
%  Increasing–% declining

species using first year
–a −33 33 −33 100

%  Increasing–% declining
species using
preceding year

–a −33 67 −67 100

Arithmetic mean 100 4200 8417 4200 16800
Geometric mean 100 315 630 315 1260
Mean abundance 100 36 106 36 144
Sørensen similarity 100 65 65 65 63

a Not defined.
X

The percentage of increasing minus declining species relative to
the first year satisfies test T1, because when all species decline, this
metric also declines and the same accounts for increases (Table 2).
But the values in Table 2 differ much from the abundance changes
in the three species, so this indicator does not satisfy T2 (Table 3).
Test T3 is satisfied (compare years 2 and 4 in Table 2). Test T3 is
however not satisfied if the percentage of increasing minus declin-
ing species is chosen relative to the preceding year, because values
for years 2 and 4 differ even though all three species have sim-
ilar values (Table 2). That is because by definition the values of
this metric do not solely depend on the species abundances in a
particular year, but also on the abundances in the preceding year.
Both these two  metrics are based on increasing minus decreasing
species and are neither oversensitive to disappearing species, nor
to newly appearing species (T5; Table 4). New species are taken
into account indirectly using the percentage of all species. In addi-
tion, both indicators are insensitive to spatial scale (T6), because
trends in abundance measured at low spatial scale add up to trends
in abundances at higher spatial scale, so changes at different spatial
scales are unlikely to be opposite.

In contrast to all earlier discussed indicators, the changes in
arithmetic and geometric mean are all equivalent to the changes
in the three underlying species (Table 2), so these two  indicators
satisfy tests T1, T2 as well as T3 (Table 3). The geometric mean
does not depend on the base year chosen (T4), but the arithmetic
mean violates this test. If instead of the first year, the third year
is chosen as base year for the constituent species, the arithmetic
mean does no longer increase from 100 to 117 between years 1
and 3 (Table 2), but instead declines from 100 to 86 (see Appendix
B for computational details). In addition, both geometric mean and
arithmetic mean are oversensitive to disappearing and appearing
species (T5; Table 4), but in a different manner. The geometric mean
is sensitive to species that are disappearing from the system. The
yearly indices of the species then go to very low values and this may
affect the geometric mean substantially. If the index reaches zero,
one has to substitute a small constant for zero to avoid taking the
logarithm of zero (this is also required for the arithmetic mean if
the base year has an index of zero; see Table 4). The same sensitivity
accounts for new species in the ecosystem, which have zero abun-
dance in the years prior to their appearance. The arithmetic mean is
however very sensitive to strong increases of species newly enter-
ing the system. Indices for such species achieve high values if the
first year with low abundances is set at value 100 and the arithmetic
mean is strongly influenced by such high values in single species
(Table 4). One may  try to reduce the impact of appearing species by
not using the first year but the last year as base year. But this has

the drawback of constantly changing indicator values when data
for a new year are added to the dataset because values of the arith-
metic mean depend on the base year (T4). Any other base year than
the first or the last year may  fulfil better, but this works only until
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 new and increasing species appears and another suitable base
ear of the arithmetic mean must be found. The geometric mean is
ess influenced by newly appearing species (apart from the need to
void the log of zero) (Table 4). That is because the mean of the loga-
ithm of the indices rather than the mean of the indices themselves
ampens extreme changes in species. Similar to the percentage of

ncreasing minus declining species, the geometric and arithmetic
eans are not dependent on spatial scale (T6).
The indicator mean abundance passes T1, T2, T3, T4, and is not

ensitive to (dis)appearing species (T5), because such species will
ave low abundances anyway (Tables 2–4),  nor to spatial scale (T6).
he Sørensen index is lower in year 5 than in year 1, despite the
ncrease of all species (Table 2). Halving the abundance of all species
year 2) or doubling the species (year 5) produces more or less equal
alues (Table 2). Thus, both T1 and T2 are violated (Table 3). Test
3 and T5 are satisfied, but according to Rooney et al. (2007) trends
n similarity are scale-dependent (T6) (Tables 3 and 4).

. Discussion

Using a number of tests, we have examined the mathematical
ehaviour of a number of widely used biodiversity indicators. Note
hat if an indicator violates one or more of these tests, it does not
mply that the indicator is without any value. Many of the indica-
ors examined have proved useful for specific ecological questions
r are useful diagnostic tools (see e.g. Spellerberg, 1991; Rooney
t al., 2007). Nevertheless, violation of the tests may  hamper the
pplicability of a metric for our purposes, i.e., to serve as a headline
ndicator whose magnitude of change can be unambiguously inter-
reted as the degree of progress made towards meeting political
argets for biodiversity change.

.1. Use of indicators to reflect temporal changes

The tests T1, T2 and T3 determine the applicability of indica-
ors to reflect changes in abundance. Species richness, Simpson’s
ndex, Shannon index, the modified Shannon index and Sørensen
ndex violate T1 and T2 and may  produce inappropriate values,

hich make them unsuitable as headline indicators for biodiversity
hange. Although both variations on the percentage of increasing
inus decreasing species have a better performance than the indi-

ators just mentioned (Table 3), their values appear strange and
ifficult to grasp, and they do not reflect the precise magnitude of
rends among species (Table 2). The arithmetic and geometric mean
s well as the mean abundance have no difficulties considering the
nterpretation of their temporal changes in abundance.

Test T5 is associated with the applicability of indicators to reflect
hanges in the number of species. Most of the indicators stud-
ed satisfactorily track any changes in the number of species over
ime. Some complications were encountered for the arithmetic and
eometric mean though, because they can be susceptible to the
ntroduction or disappearance of species.

.2. Use of indicators for benchmarking

We expect that biodiversity indicators shall be increasingly used
o compare regions and countries for benchmarking purposes. Test
4 and T6 are linked to the applicability of indicators for bench-
arking. Because changes in species richness, Simpson’s index,

he Shannon index, the modified Shannon index and the Sørensen
ndex are scale-dependent, one cannot compare them between
egions unless their assessments are conducted on the same spa-

ial scale. All other indicators can be compared straightforwardly
etween regions or countries because their trends are unlikely
o differ by spatial scale. This is however different if indicators
re based on measurements of occupancy instead of abundance,
icators 14 (2012) 202–208

because occupancy is intrinsically scale-dependent. Occupancy-
based indicators require standardised spatial scales in order to
make them comparable.

The sensitivity for the choice of the base year used for indices of
the species may  be another difficulty to compare indicators of dif-
ferent regions. Both the arithmetic and geometric means of indices
can only be compared between regions if the same base year is
used. If different base years are used for different regions, it is nec-
essary for the arithmetic mean to reset the base year of all individual
species indices. Thus, for benchmarking purposes one needs infor-
mation about the underlying species indices. In contrast, for the
geometric mean it is sufficient to reset the base year at the indicator
level (see Appendix B for computational details).

4.3. Comparing indicators

Table 3 suggests that the mean abundance has the best mathe-
matical performance. Nevertheless, its use is limited because mean
abundance is often not an ecologically relevant indicator. Because
it is based on absolute abundances rather than relative indices, it
is easily dominated by changes in the most abundant species and
this is often not in line with the desires of stakeholders. Its use is
limited to those situations where an entire set of species has par-
allel declines or increases. An example is the overall decline in the
abundance of common butterflies in the Netherlands (van Dyck
et al., 2009).

Putting mean abundance aside, the arithmetic and geometric
mean have the most favourable properties: they have a correct
interpretation of changes in abundance and they do not suffer
from sensitivity from spatial scale. They may  be oversensitive to
(dis)appearing species, but we believe this is an acceptable dis-
advantage for their use. A bigger problem is the sensitivity of
arithmetic mean regarding the base year. In addition, the trends
in arithmetic means cannot be unambiguously tested statistically
when taking into account the underlying species indices. That is
because the indices are usually heteroscedastic, i.e. the spread in
indices tends to increase if indices have higher values. For many
statistical tests homoscedasticity is a precondition (Sokal and Rohlf,
1981) which typically is achieved by a log-transformation of the
data prior to testing. Yet using the log of indices is essentially test-
ing the trend in the geometric mean rather than in the arithmetic
mean. Out of all the indicators evaluated, we therefore favour the
geometric mean, also because it is the natural scale in ecology. Pop-
ulations grow geometrically, not arithmetically (Volterra, 1931),
so it is more natural to think in terms of logarithmic declines and
increases than in terms of absolute changes. The adequate math-
ematical performance of geometric means supports their current
application to summarize trends in the abundance of species in the
Living Planet Index (Loh et al., 2005), the European Farmland Bird
Indicator (Gregory et al., 2005) and other biodiversity indicators
to measure progress towards biodiversity targets (Butchart et al.,
2010).

Our requirements (T1–T6) for indicators mainly apply to
volume-indicators, i.e. indicators that reflect aggregated growth
and decline of species populations. Mean abundance, arithmetic
and geometric means have better scores than the other indicators
simply because these three are all volume-indicators. To a lesser
degree this holds for the two indicators focussed on increasing
and declining species which are a very simple form of volume-
indicators. The remaining indicators are only partly (modified
Shannon), or not at all volume-indicators and describe changes
in species composition rather than growth and decline of popula-

tions. Our indicator requirements however are not about changes
in species composition and such requirements would be difficult
to formulate because these depend on the situation. For this
reason, we  did not include evenness in our requirements, in
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ontrast to Buckland et al. (2005),  and this explains why the tra-
itional diversity indicators (Simpson and Shannon index) do not
erform well here. We  neglected evenness in species abundance
eliberately, because we believe that a higher evenness does not
ecessarily mean higher biodiversity. The evenness in abundance
f species is not so much a generally desirable mathematical
roperty, but rather an aspiration that stakeholders might or
ight not have for a particular species community. For instance,

f all farmland birds go down, but the most abundant species
eclines stronger than the other species, an index of evenness will

ncrease and probably Simpson’s index and Shannon index too.
owever, most stakeholders would feel that the indicator should

eflect a decline. Furthermore, Sørensen’s similarity is not useful as
olume-indicator because a change in similarity has no direction:
t only describes the deviation of the abundance of species in
he system from those in the reference situation, but the same
eviation may  either result from deterioration of the ecosystem
all species in decline) or improvement (all species going up). Thus,
iotic homogenisation as measured by a similarity index is not

dentical to biotic impoverishment (Rooney et al., 2007).
In our theoretical example, we have treated all species equally

o create a simple situation to examine the behaviour of indicators.
takeholders however may  wish to distinguish between indices of
igher and lower conservation interest, or sometimes even want
o give unwanted species negative values (Nielsen et al., 2007).
regory and van Strien (2010) considered the advantages and dis-
dvantages of weighting multispecies indices in different ways. For
nstance, it does not make sense to take the geometric mean of
ndices of both habitat generalists and specialists if the increase of
ommon generalist species and the decline of specialists are two
ides of the same process of biological degradation. One possibility
s to compose indicators for separate groups of species. An exam-
le is the European Farmland Bird Index which consists of species
haracteristic of agricultural habitats (Gregory et al., 2005). Using
roups can however be difficult if species gradually differ in their
egree of habitat specialisation or other characteristics that one
ants to take into account. In such cases, weighting species accord-

ng to these values might be more appropriate. Weighting can be
asily incorporated in the calculation of the geometric mean by
eighting the log of the indices rather than the indices themselves:

j = exp

(
1
s

∑
i
(species valuei) log

(
dij

di1

))

n which s stands for the sum of all species values. Obviously, if
pecies values are equal to 1, this formula reduces to the geometric
ean. A species value of 2 implies that such a species is used

wice in the indicator. More generally, a species value >1 acts as
f pseudo-species are added to the indicator group, meaning that
riterion T1 and T2 are still met  for weighted geometric means.
egative values for species might also be used, if desired. Because
f the use of indices, the weighted geometric mean is not affected
y any differences in abundance between species, but only by
hanges in abundance within species. This is an advantage over the
ore conventional “site-based” approach to differentiate between

pecies values. In the site-based approach, mean species values per
ite are calculated taking into account their abundances (see e.g.
iekmann, 2003; Devictor et al., 2008). The site-based indicator

educes to the mean abundance indicator if species values are
qual. Consequently, in the site-based approach abundant species
ave a bigger influence on the results than rare species, which

ay  be unintended (see Appendix C for an example). The effect

f abundance may  be circumvented in the site-based approach
hrough using information about occurrences only, but then
ny changes in abundance within the species are ignored. Both
icators 14 (2012) 202–208 207

geometric mean and arithmetic mean have the advantage of taking
into account different species values without including effects of
abundance differences between species, though the arithmetic
mean to a somewhat lesser extent (see example in Appendix C).

Buckland et al. (2005) and Lamb et al. (2009) in their reviews on
indicators considered the traditional diversity indices (Simpson’s
index, Shannon index) also unsuitable as metrics of biodiversity
change. Buckland et al. (2005) disapproved the arithmetic mean
of indices on similar grounds as we  do and favoured geometric
means and the modified Shannon index. However, they did not
comment on the poor performance of the modified Shannon index
when species increase, which is one of our arguments against the
modified Shannon index. Lamb et al. (2009) gave the arithmetic
mean a higher score than the geometric mean, mainly based on
the disadvantage of geometric means that adding a small constant
may be necessary (see above). We  however consider this not a sub-
stantial weakness, while we regard the sensitivity for the choice of
the base year of arithmetic means as a weaker point in practice, a
characteristic not identified by Lamb et al. (2009).

We  conclude that it is important to consider the mathematical
properties of indices during the selection process of biodiversity
indicators. However, mathematical properties are not the only cri-
teria to take into account. Statistical arguments, practicality and
ease of communication are also relevant for the selection (see Sec-
tion 1).
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